
Cubic Conundrums: Learning Progression Frameworks Judgments 
Observations of students during this unit can be used to inform judgments in relation to the Learning 
Progression Frameworks. The following tables give guidelines. 
 
Session One: Judgments relating to Interpreting Statistical and Chance Situations  
Observation: To find all the possible townhouses and relate the possibilities to chance… 

The student: Likely set 

finds some of the possible townhouses but does not use a systematic strategy. Set Two 

creates most, but not all, possible solutions by selecting cubes and comparing new 
models to those already made. He or she does not have a systematic way to find all 
of the possibilities but notes frequency of possibilities, e.g. “There are more two 
light - two dark buildings than one light - three dark.”  

Set Three 

uses a systematic approach to find all the possible townhouses, e.g. tree diagram, 
systematic list. He or she makes probabilistic statements about random selection 
from the set of outcomes, e.g. There is only one all dark townhouse so the chances 
of selecting that are 1 in 16 or 1/16. 

Set Four 

uses a systematic model to find all the possible townhouses and can alter their 
model to suit other scenarios, e.g. three colours, different numbers of storeys. He or 
she relates the two colour possibilities to powers of two. 
He or she measures the probabilities of different random selections using 
equivalent fractions and percentages, e.g. The chances of getting a 2 dark - 2 light 
townhouse are 6 in 16 or 3 in 8. That is 37.5%. 

Set Five 

 
Session Two: Judgments relating to Patterns and relationships  
Observation: To predict the number of cubes in further members of a growing pattern… 

The student: Likely set 

makes cube models of the growing pattern and counts by ones to find the number 
of cubes in each model. 

Set Two 

notes that the pattern is growing by four cubes each term because one extra cube is 
being added to each side to make the ‘next’ model. He or she uses repeated 
addition to continue the relation between side length and total number of cubes. 
Their calculations may be supported by a table and/or equations.  

Set Three 

recognises the relationship between side length and total number of cubes. He or 
she does so by either, or both, of these strategies: 

• Seeing structure in the spatial arrangement of the models, e.g. “There are 
four sides but you lose four cubes at the corners.”  

• Creating a table of values and finding the operation that changes side length 
(s) into total number of cubes (c).  

Set Four 

represents the growing pattern in a table of values, a graph and as a word rule, and 
can connect features of these representations. He or she explains why the ordered 
pairs lay on a straight line due to constant rate and how the total number of cubes 
can be found for any side length. 

Set Five 

records the rule using algebraic symbols, e.g. t = 4 x s – 4 or t = 4(s -1). They can 
reverse their rule to find the side length for a given total of cubes, i.e. solve n = 4(s-
2) + 4 (or other rule) for a given value of n. They relate features of the equation to 
features of the table and graph, e.g. t = 4(s -1) is a linear relation because each value 
of (s -1) is multiplied by the same number, four. 

Set Six 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Session Three: Judgments relating to Geometric Thinking 
Observation: To represent a building made with cubes using plan views… 

The student: Likely set 

draws the building but the drawings are inaccurate, e.g. missing cubes, faces 
represented by irregular quadrilaterals, incorrect relative heights. 

Set Two 

draws the building accurately by physically moving and representing faces of cubes as 
squares. 

Set Three 

creates a correct cube model to match given views and checks to see if the given 
model matches all three views.  

Set Four 

applies a systematic approach to creating a correct cube model, such as getting one 
view correct then building the rest of the model using the other two views, or 
creating a diagram to co-ordinate the information from the different views. 

Set Five 

 
Session Four: Judgments relating to Geometric Thinking 
Observation: To represent a building made with cubes using isometric drawing… 

The student: Likely set 

draws the building but the drawings are inaccurate, e.g. missing cubes, faces 
represented by non-rhombi, extra lines, different cubes with opposing orientations. 

Set Three 

draws the building accurately by physically viewing the model, and drawing what they 
see isometrically. 

Set Four 

creates a different, accurate isometric drawing of a cube model to one that they have 
already drawn or one provided. He or she does so by imagining the model from a 
different perspective, or mentally rotating the model.  

Set Five 

 
Session Five: Judgments relating to Interpreting Statistical and Chance Situations 
Observation: To find the volume of cuboids (rectangular prisms)… 

The student: Likely set 

directly compares the volume of two or more packets accurately, considering all 
three dimensions, length, height and depth. 

Set Two 

attempts to measure the volume of packets by filling them with cubes and counting 
the number of cubes. They do not recognise the importance of the cubes being 
packed without gaps. 

Set Three 

measures the volume of a cuboid packet by filling the packet with cubes in an 
organised way with no gaps or overlaps. The method might be: 

• Creating a stack of cubes (height) and counting how many times the stack fits 
into the packet 

• Creating a layer of cubes (base?) and counting how  many times the layer fits 
into the packet 

Their strategy for finding the total number of cubes is skip counting or repeated 
addition. 

Set Four 

uses an array structure to calculate the volume of packets by multiplying the side 
lengths and can construct several correct cuboids for a given volume. 

Set Five 

recognises the need for more precision created by whole numbers of cubes leaving 
gaps. He or she uses fractions of a cube to cater for missing volume, and converts 
quantities of 2cm cubes to volume in cm3. Student applies a systematic strategy to 
find all the possible cubes for a given volume. 

Set Six 

 


